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Introduction to the Creative Potential Natal Report
The Earth-centered chart has been the standard in astrological interpretation since the beginning. Your
horoscope addresses every area of your personal life: it describes your personality and character, your work,
love life, family, children, financial affairs, education, friends, social status, and private life. It reflects
tendencies in health and creativity as well as travel and religion. Whatever question you may have, an
astrologer can find some answers in the geocentric chart. Some factors in the report depend on an accurate
birth time. If you don't know your birth time, then any interpretations relating to houses have less accuracy.
Introduction to Signs
The signs provide the background for the movement of planets and moons. From our point of view, they
provide twelve filters for the light of the planets and moons and modify or focus those energies.
Introduction to Degree Divisions of Signs
Each sign of the zodiac may be divided into equal segments, and each segment describes something of the
nature of the planet in that part of the sign. The Quad divides the sign into four equal parts. Â This placement
identifies key traits of the planet that focus on your worldview in terms of personal, family, community and
humanitarian issues. Decanates are three segments of ten degrees each. These divisions speak to the mental
expression of energy, just as the signs themselves express most directly on the physical plane. Dwads divide
the sign into twelve segments, and these segments suggest a developmental quality of the planet as it expresses
emotional and spiritual facets of your personality. Degree divisions refine the above considerations even
further.
Your interpretation provides keys and interpretations for the quad, decanate and dwad divisions. The key for
each degree indicates a fundamental factor at play for the planet and the natural direction that energy moves.
Introduction to Aspects
An aspect is the angular relationship between two points in a chart. Different aspects indicate different
influences between the planets. Thus one person with the Sun in square aspect to Jupiter will have a very
different energetic experience from a person with the Sun trine to Jupiter.
Introduction to Key Phrases
As a human being, intelligent activity is your birthright. It is demonstrated through creativity; this reading will
consider your own creative potential and processes. The keywords and upper harmonic moons and asteroids
throughout the report come from SELF EVIDENT ASTROLOGY(tm). The upper harmonics reveal multiple
possibilities for the potential contained in the planet's energies.
You may notice repeated text in your report: it indicates an area of your life that is in high focus. The planets or
upper harmonics involved reflect the specific qualities you can develop and use in that area of life.
Sun Introduction
THE LIGHTS: SUN AND MOON
A key to understanding the Sun and Moon is to remember that human beings, by nature of their physical
existence, polarize all experience. What does this mean? To hear, you must be able to interpret variations in
sound waves. To see, you must be able to interpret shades of color amid light and dark. To feel heat/cold,
hard/soft, or light/heavy, you must be able to discern differences. Because you perceive dualities through your
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own personal filters, you will never perceive a situation or thing exactly the way someone else perceives it.
However, you do have internal consistency where perceptions are concerned.
Even though you know that the Sun is immense in size, when you look at the sky, the Moon appears to be the
same size. The Sun and Moon reflect equal parts of your experience. The Sun reflects the conscious center of
the psyche-the primary focal point of your ambition and life mission. The Moon tells you about your less
conscious side. Your most pressing agendas in life arise from the unconscious mind. Often unbidden,
sometimes unwanted, these urges drive you forward in life. On the positive side, the inner voice is always with
you, it never deserts you, and it continues to speak, even when you don't listen. But when you do listen, there is
a wealth of encouragement and guidance at your disposal.
The Sun
The Sun represents the direction of your personal mission and spiritual path. The Sun is the source of life, and
as such it is one of the most powerful point in the chart. The Sun's placement provides a focus for the
conscious experience of your energy. Your Sun sign shows the direction of your energy -- the thrust of your
individuality. The house shows where you will exert your energy and where vitality will express most
naturally.
Sun in Aquarius
KEY: humanitarian activities are visible
The Sun in Aquarius focuses attention on a more universal level. It is here that we experience a synthesis of all
that has gone before and a preparation for the expansion of group awareness into the service of the world. The
present Age of Aquarius indeed addresses the profound need for service, on the part of humanity, to the larger
reality.
It is the desire to serve that can be found in Aquarius. At present we observe this growing desire to serve, with
a concurrent lessening of the desire to ownership. The concept of stewardship of the planet Earth is growing
geometrically as people engage their minds in the search for practical solutions to physical problems. It is the
desire to change that will have a creative, ameliorative effect on the material condition.
Sun in Quad 1
KEY: the focus is on the visibility of individuals
Your decision-making process, although very personal, is evident to others. You bring vitality to your life
through bold action that directly reflects your personal will.
Sun in Decanate 1 of Aquarius
KEY: humanitarian activities are visible, start of
You seek original and exotic ideas, particularly about astrological themes. You study people and life in
general.
Sun in Dwad 3 of Aquarius
KEY: humanitarian activities are visible, thoughts of
Your originality shines through when you begin a new project. Go for the gold!
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Sun in 06 degree of Aquarius
humanitarian activities are visible, compression of
Sun opposition North Node (weak)
KEY: visibility opposes invisibility
You keenly feel the beginnings and endings of all relationships and activities in your life. If you take
relationships seriously, you find that you naturally attract more compatible people to you.
Sun opposition Ganymede (strong)
KEY: visibility opposes fireworks
Your personal mission in life goes far beyond ordinary optimistic goals.
Sun square MH (strong)
Authority figures sometimes cause you to take a new look at your own motivations. If they cause you to
disregard your own desires or needs, your forward progress slows and can even come to a halt. If you remain
self-aware, you meet challenges and maintain a positive attitude.
Sun square Saturn (weak)
KEY: visibility moves from alignment
The constructive qualities of firmness, modesty and determination provide concrete situations in which to
develop mastery of inhibitions and management of delicate health.
Sun sextile Juno (strong)
KEY: visibility networks with relationships or partnerships
Throughout your life, you are capable of transcendent love. Not limited by ordinary physical magnetism, you
achieve deep spiritual love relationships at an early age.
Sun sextile Titan (weak)
KEY: visibility networks with multi-stage tuning
You experience a profound desire to understand your mission in life and to fulfill it.
Sun sextile Charon (weak)
KEY: visibility networks with genius
You power increases when you manifest your wisdom in all your activities.
Sun semi-square Uranus (strong)
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KEY: visibility is contrary to community integration
Sudden changes bring new circumstances into your life. You have a progressive mind that can manage such
changes. It is possible to align your thinking to minimize upsets connected with new conditions.
Sun semi-square Triton (strong)
KEY: visibility is contrary to mystery
You foresee the future of love relationships around you. A key is to learn what to say about what you see.
Sun semi-sextile Moon (weak)
KEY: visibility put alongside present invisibility
Throughout your life you will experience the emergence of new ideas and feelings. There is an intimate quality
to your experience that includes the glory of the external beauty of the rose with the inner understanding of the
thorn.
Sun semi-sextile Flores (weak)
KEY: visibility put alongside periodicals or TV series or reporting or correspondence
Because your mind works at warp speed a lot of the time, your ideas gel for you quickly. You are ahead of the
game as soon as you take the first step.
Sun semi-sextile Jupiter (weak)
KEY: visibility put alongside expansion
Blessed with good health and generally destined for success, your consciousness emerges through the
development of creative spiritual awareness.
Sun quintile Deimos (weak)
KEY: visibility is isolated from competition
Compassion is part of your heart song, and you know it.
Moon Introduction
The Moon reflects your unconscious processes. It indicates how you absorb information from the world and
how you organize that information. The Moon's house placement reflects your subconscious activities in your
daily life. It also indicates the direction your energy takes when dealing with other individuals.
Moon in Pisces
KEY: spirituality is presently invisible
The need for sympathy or for an 'ideal' is a driving force in your life. You are capable of putting your heart and
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soul into a venture if the project holds the promise of a perfect result, whether that be a perfect product,
relationship, or only a perfect meal. In order to achieve perfection in any endeavor, you need first to find ways
to insulate yourself from the energies of the people around you. If you are too open to psychic influences, you
become distracted from your goal, so some psychic protection is in order. By the same token, you don't want to
cut yourself off from other people entirely.
Once you have identified your desire, you benefit from using the energy of other planets and the Sun to
achieve the goal. You learn, sooner or later, that you cannot run on emotional fuel alone. However, when you
use your energies cooperatively, you find that goals are not only identifiable, but also achievable.
Moon in Quad 1
KEY: the focus is on the current invisibility of individuals
Your subconscious processes focus on issues of individuality and power. Nurture yourself and other through
self assessment and expression of your desires.
Moon in Decanate 1 of Pisces
KEY: spirituality is presently invisible, start of
'The truth shall set you free' is an aphorism to combine with love and faith. You focus on the target of your
feelings and lose sight of all else.
Moon in Dwad 1 of Pisces
KEY: spirituality is presently invisible, start of
You show your insight into profound truths by pursuing psychic insights. While your own spirituality remains
hidden, you see right to the heart of other people's values.
Moon in 02 degree of Pisces
spirituality is presently invisible, acquisition of
Moon trine MH (weak)
Moon trine Miranda (strong)
KEY: present invisibility connects to politics
You have a keen inner sensitivity to political issues at work, in social settings, and within your own family.
Moon square Juno (weak)
KEY: present invisibility moves from relationships or partnerships
Relationships challenge you to explore you sub-conscious motivations, and you sometimes withdraw rather
than take the plunge.
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Moon sextile Flores (weak)
KEY: present invisibility networks with periodicals or TV series or reporting or correspondence
You make a fine reporter because you are able to manipulate situations so that you get all the details without
causing anxiety in others.
Moon sextile Jupiter (weak)
KEY: present invisibility networks with expansion
You will have chances to form relationships with successful women. You need to control expansive gestures to
avoid wastefulness.
Moon semi-square AS (weak)
KEY: present invisibility is contrary to present visibility
Inner tensions increase when you are compelled to interact too closely with others. You therefore see seclusion
when you feel moody.
Moon semi-square Mercury (weak)
KEY: present invisibility is contrary to communication
Thinking and feeling are aligned for you. You are able to assimilate information and to put it back out; the
process is sometimes stressful for you. Some transitions in your life may be marked by criticism.
Moon semi-square Venus (weak)
KEY: present invisibility is contrary to togetherness
You have intensity in your emotional life that can produce conflict. It can also develop into strong emotional
bonds. Use your innate artistic talent and recognition of beauty to overcome tensions.
Moon semi-square Titan (weak)
KEY: present invisibility is contrary to multi-stage tuning
Your desire for privacy and seclusion interferes with your need to organize and fine-tune elements in your
environment and relationships.
Moon semi-square Charon (weak)
KEY: present invisibility is contrary to genius
Sometimes your desire for seclusion is totally appropriate. A lot of the time, though, you benefit from
expressing your genius in front of a crowd.
Moon quincunx Ganymede (strong)
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KEY: present invisibility is isolated from fireworks
Moon quintile Triton (strong)
KEY: present invisibility is isolated from mystery
You have a natural talent for spinning mystery stories. You may be interested in researching true crimes,
medical mysteries, or other curious phenomena.
AS Introduction
The Ascendant (AS) is the point in the zodiac that was rising at the time of your birth, just as the Sun rises at
dawn. The Ascendant is a sort of imprint that occurs at the moment of birth. Here you find a focus for your life,
beyond the Sun and Moon signs. This is one area where you can choose, consciously or unconsciously, to
express the highest, best, most constructive quality of the sign. It is a mask you can put on when you relate to
other people.
AS in Capricorn
KEY: leadership or patriotism is presently visible
The essence of Capricorn is Responsibility. Your sense of duty is focused on the material completion of your
tasks. Dharma for you is a serious element of life and demands self-discipline. You measure your moral stature
by the honest completion of worldly tasks. You may be secretly unsympathetic to others, yet fulfill your
responsibilities conscientiously by anyone's standards.
AS in Quad 2
KEY: the focus is on the current visibility of family
Your visibility in your immediate environment and in the larger world depends on how family and cultural
beliefs have established themselves in your expression.
AS in Decanate 2 of Capricorn
KEY: leadership or patriotism is presently visible, continuation of
Although desire pulls you powerfully, spiritual aspiration gains you more. Balance leadership methods to
accommodate both.
AS in Dwad 6 of Capricorn
KEY: leadership or patriotism is presently visible, correctness of
Your mental organization allows you to inspire originality in others. Your leadership style encourages creative
processes that have a touch of rebellion.
AS in 13 degree of Capricorn
leadership or patriotism is presently visible, broad-mindedness of
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AS conjunct Mercury (strong)
KEY: present visibility combines with communication
Verbal skill is an integral part of your personality. You enjoy meeting people and conversing with them.
AS conjunct Flores (strong)
KEY: present visibility combines with periodicals or TV series or reporting or correspondence
Journalistic skill is an integral part of your personality. You enjoy meeting people and writing about them.
AS conjunct Venus (strong)
KEY: present visibility combines with togetherness
Social skill is an integral part of your personality. You enjoy meeting people and creating harmonious social
engagements.
AS conjunct Jupiter (strong)
KEY: present visibility combines with expansion
Your pleasant, optimistic disposition is an integral part of your personality. You enjoy meeting people and
entertaining in richly appointed surroundings.
AS opposition Pluto (strong)
KEY: present visibility opposes the unexpected
Sometimes your awareness of other people and their motives causes you to shy away from any unanticipated
developments. When you do participate, others sometimes perceive your attitude as overly fanatical.
AS square Titan (strong)
KEY: present visibility moves from multi-stage tuning
You challenge yourself to explore the world by aligning a variety of interests. You need to consider all angles
before fine-tuning your choices.
AS square Charon (strong)
KEY: present visibility moves from genius
You challenge yourself to explore the world through the use of your innate genius. You need to consider all
angles before showing other people what you are capable of doing.
AS sextile MH (weak)
You have many opportunities to work with others because you know your own desires and goals. Others see
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you as someone who enjoys meeting people. You excel in independent activities.
AS sextile Saturn (strong)
KEY: present visibility networks with alignment
You have many opportunities to work with others because of good communication skills. Others see you as
someone easy to get along with. You excel in activities with people outside your age group.
AS sextile Uranus (weak)
KEY: present visibility networks with community integration
You have many opportunities to work with others because of your intuitive insight. Others see you as someone
who knows the score. You excel as a psychological profiler.
AS semi-sextile Juno (weak)
KEY: present visibility put alongside relationships or partnerships
While your personality is not synonymous with partnering skills, others see you as a person almost always
prepared to develop an affectionate, or at lest cordial relationship.
AS quincunx North Node (strong)
KEY: present visibility is isolated from invisibility
Limited social skill tends to isolate you from others. You need to learn how to engage others in conversation or
activity if you want to become a team player.
MH Introduction
The Midheaven is a second prominent point in your birth chart. It is the highest point in the sky at the time you
were born, and represents the most public point in your chart. It also reflects self-awareness - what you know
or can know about yourself.
MH in Scorpio
You experience resistance as you experience the results of your raw desire. The more you learn about your
desires, the more courage you need to conquer them, and the more you experience resistance to change.
Self-awareness centers on your understanding of the results of your ambition, your willingness to push yourself
to your limits, and your capacity for self-healing when you have gone too far. Key traits for you to develop
through conscious effort include control of aggressive tendencies, using your passion for healing and not just
physical pleasures, and modulating your efforts to maximize perseverance. Spiritual growth is possible when
you realize the true significance of death as a process for change.
MH in Decanate 1 of Scorpio
Your resourceful nature helps you to persevere through difficulties. You are able to combine intellect and
feelings effectively.
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MH conjunct Saturn (weak)
You are capable of fulfilling serious responsibilities. You understand your personal relationship to karmic
results and you take results of your actions to heart.
MH trine Miranda (weak)
You are capable of success in politics when you think creatively while maintaining the highest standards of
honesty.
MH trine Pluto (strong)
You are capable of using your will and power to drive your success, but only if you act for the benefit of others
as well as yourself.
MH square North Node (weak)
You are capable of separating yourself from associates in activities of great importance to you.
MH square Ganymede (strong)
Emotions get the best of you sometimes, yet this is the fastest way for you to learn.
MH sextile Mercury (weak)
Mental training sets you on the path of clarity between your inner mind and the external environment. You
generally view yourself as a skilled communicator and networker.
MH sextile Flores (strong)
You are capable of grasping writing opportunities that involve investigative research.
MH sextile Venus (weak)
You are capable of successful social interactions and you take advantage of openings to advance your work.
MH sextile Jupiter (strong)
You consciously identify and seize opportunities for spiritual growth.
MH semi-square Triton (strong)
Recognizing your internal stress allows you to discover hidden meaning in situations.
MH semi-sextile Juno (strong)
You are capable of finding satisfying romantic or other partnerships, often close to home.
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MH quincunx Titan (weak)
You have to adjust your consciousness to the demands of situations that require a unified effort.
MH quincunx Charon (weak)
You have to adjust your consciousness to the demands of situations. Draw on your genius for bringing about
change.
MH quintile Neptune (weak)
Creativity becomes a conscious tool for understanding your own personality during your lifetime.
North Node Introduction
Your position on the timetable that stretches for years, perhaps even lifetimes, can be seen through the North
Node. Most of your karmic credits or debts involve other people, so associations become a central factor in
your karma fro the past and your presumed luck in the future.
North Node in Leo
KEY: self-esteem is invisible
The origin of your desire to engage in festivities may be hidden, yet the urge is quite strong. You tend to gain
popularity easily.
North Node in Quad 2
KEY: the focus is on the invisibility of family
Your personal goals, although not evident to other people, form a dynamic part of your life. You tend to follow
your life's mission by involving yourself with family and associates closely.
North Node in Decanate 2 of Leo
KEY: self-esteem is invisible, continuation of
Leadership roles provide the context for your personal development. You thrive in cooperation with others.
North Node in Dwad 6 of Leo
KEY: self-esteem is invisible, correctness of
You gain mastery when you experience material results. After all, without measurable results, how would you
know you mastered anything?
North Node in 13 degree of Leo
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self-esteem is invisible, broad-mindedness of
North Node conjunct Neptune (weak)
KEY: invisibility combines with contrariness
Your contrary nature causes problems in relationships. As you develop psychic clarity, you respond to other
people more positively.
North Node trine Juno (weak)
KEY: invisibility connects to relationships or partnerships
You have a natural ability to form close relationships based on sharing and mutual intellectual interests.
North Node trine Deimos (weak)
KEY: invisibility connects to competition
You have a natural ability to compete with others in mental or physical pursuits. This could involve mental or
intellectual activities as well as physical activities.
North Node trine Titan (strong)
KEY: invisibility connects to multi-stage tuning
You have a natural ability to fine-tune your responses to your associates.
North Node trine Triton (weak)
KEY: invisibility connects to mystery
You have a natural ability to explore the mysterious side of relationships, seeking ways to deepen your sense of
community spirit.
North Node trine Charon (strong)
KEY: invisibility connects to genius
You have a natural ability to involve yourself with others who appreciate your natural genius.
North Node square Saturn (strong)
KEY: invisibility moves from alignment
Life challenges you to lift yourself out of depression caused by your tendency to think too much about
problems.
North Node semi-square Miranda (strong)
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KEY: invisibility is contrary to politics
You feel inner stress when you are forced to enter any political arena. Your abilities put you on the spot,
though, from time to time.
North Node semi-sextile Pluto (strong)
KEY: invisibility put alongside the unexpected
Unexpected circumstances can throw you for a loop only when you are separated from your partner or other
close companion.
North Node quincunx Mercury (strong)
KEY: invisibility is isolated from communication
Life situations require you to make adjustment in your thinking regarding involvement with other people in
activities that matter a great deal to you. Planning within groups utilizes and refines your communication skills.
North Node quincunx Flores (weak)
KEY: invisibility is isolated from periodicals or TV series or reporting or correspondence
Life situations require you to make adjustment in your thinking regarding news reporting or other publication
of your work. You benefit from developing research skills and writing expertise.
North Node quincunx Venus (strong)
KEY: invisibility is isolated from togetherness
Life situations require you to make adjustment in your thinking regarding social interactions that throw you
into the spotlight.
North Node quincunx Jupiter (weak)
KEY: invisibility is isolated from expansion
Life situations require you to make adjustment in your thinking regarding your capacity and desire for
meaningful spiritual growth.
Mercury Introduction
Mercury indicates how you communicate with the world at large. Your capabilities as a mediator of conflict
are indicated by Mercury's placement and the aspects it makes. This planet also reflects your capacity for
writing and all intellectual activities. It shows where you may lose focus or spread your energies too thin.
Mercury's house placement addresses the area of life through which you express yourself most directly to the
rest of the world. Other people measure your reasoning ability on the basis of how you communicate; thus it is
helpful to be aware of the area of life where your communication capabilities are strongest.
Mercury in Capricorn
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KEY: leadership or patriotism is being communicative
You address your keen desire for physical expression by providing different avenues for your senses. Your
karmic path takes you through more than one conflict, with the promise that you come out the other side, in
harmony with yourself and the universe. You understand the cyclical nature of life, and you appreciate cycles
that crop up in your work.
Mercury in Quad 2
KEY: the focus is on the communication and thinking of family
Your studies and communication of what you know center on family, children, and creative activities within
your private sphere. You seek knowledge to shape your core beliefs and creative talents.
Mercury in Decanate 2 of Capricorn
KEY: leadership or patriotism is being communicative, continuation of
Although desire pulls you powerfully, spiritual aspiration gains you more. Never let patriotism compromise
your principles.
Mercury in Dwad 6 of Capricorn
KEY: leadership or patriotism is being communicative, correctness of
Your mental organization allows you to inspire originality in others. Share ideas and insights with others by
asking for their ideas to supplement your own.
Mercury in 13 degree of Capricorn
leadership or patriotism is being communicative, broad-mindedness of
Mercury conjunct Flores (strong)
KEY: communication combines with periodicals or TV series or reporting or correspondence
You excel in communications of all kinds, including speaking and writing in both personal and public venues.
Mercury conjunct Venus (strong)
KEY: communication combines with togetherness
You have a sense of design and grace in terms of material objects and in relationships. You tend toward a lighthearted existence and sometimes appear not to care when major events occur in your life.
Mercury conjunct Jupiter (strong)
KEY: communication combines with expansion
Common sense, for you, is grounded in intellect. As long as you take a scrupulously honest approach to life,
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you will find that change flows in a positive direction. Your active mind and optimism make you a good
teacher.
Mercury opposition Pluto (strong)
KEY: communication opposes the unexpected
Your highly developed powers of persuasion place you in a position to control others. You can be a successful
speaker or writer. Your own eagerness can be a detriment to your health unless you support your nervous
system with proper nutrition and rest.
Mercury square Titan (strong)
KEY: communication moves from multi-stage tuning
When you are working on the inner details of a project, you fare better with less talk. You may like to work in
solitude with no music or other distractions.
Mercury square Charon (strong)
KEY: communication moves from genius
Your unique genius may tend to separate you from family. You find your own interests and seek a career
outside the family business.
Mercury sextile Saturn (strong)
KEY: communication networks with alignment
You are logical and thorough in your work and in your personal life. Slow steady advancement in life is related
to your skills of concentration and industry. Endings and beginnings are accompanied by serious thought.
Mercury sextile Uranus (weak)
KEY: communication networks with community integration
Your heightened powers of intuition give you greater flexibility in all kinds of situations. Because you know or
feel how conditions will change, you are able to maximize the benefits of cyclical movement.
Mercury semi-sextile Juno (weak)
KEY: communication put alongside relationships or partnerships
When you enter a relationship of any kind, you strive to get that person on your side, and even literally at your
side, as quickly as possible. This broadens your perspective.
Venus Introduction
Venus helps you to define your relationship to love and art. It also indicates how you engage in relationships in
general. Physical attraction is shown by the sign Venus occupies. The house placement of Venus indicates the
area of life where you make social connections most directly. It also indicates where you gather concrete
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knowledge easily.
Venus in Capricorn
KEY: leadership or patriotism comes together
Your beauty and balance involve the knees. Not generally considered a beautiful part of the body, nonetheless
your knees are a magnetically attractive part of your body. Whether male or female, you clothing can be
designed to show off this feature. Short skirts or pants are the obvious; spandex garments and well-fitted slacks
also show the function of the knee off to advantage. The physical support in the knee is reflected in the
responsible self-control of the emotional life. You make a reliable partner as you tend to be faithful to whatever
relationship you are in. You are mature for your years and seek other mature individuals for partners.
Venus in Quad 2
KEY: the focus is on the coming together of family
Relationships in your life most often incorporate personal power meaningful family and work connections.
You like to bring people together.
Venus in Decanate 2 of Capricorn
KEY: leadership or patriotism comes together, continuation of
Although desire pulls you powerfully, spiritual aspiration gains you more. Intellectual training aids you in
leadership roles.
Venus in Dwad 6 of Capricorn
KEY: leadership or patriotism comes together, correctness of
Your mental organization allows you to inspire originality in others. Connect to the people in your world by
faithful adherence to existing rules.
Venus in 14 degree of Capricorn
leadership or patriotism comes together, redirection of
Venus conjunct Flores (weak)
KEY: togetherness combines with periodicals or TV series or reporting or correspondence
Your natural social facility enables you to further a career of news reporting and information gathering. You
may gain success in writing the social column for a newspaper.
Venus conjunct Jupiter (weak)
KEY: togetherness combines with expansion
Love is a hallmark of your life. You have both the possibility of relationship conflicts and the potential for
harmonious long-term relationships. The key to either is in the tactful yet heartfelt communication of your
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feelings.
Venus opposition Pluto (strong)
KEY: togetherness opposes the unexpected
The exertion of power in love relationships can be intensely satisfying. It can also bring about the end of
valued relationships. You are artistically gifted.
Venus square Deimos (weak)
KEY: togetherness moves from competition
Competition tends to push people away from you because of your intensity. Therefore, you are wise not to get
into competitive situations with family and close friends, unless you are on the same team.
Venus square Titan (strong)
KEY: togetherness moves from multi-stage tuning
Relationships challenge you to avoid meddling in the details of your partners' activities. Use your talents to
fine-tune your own work, and let others handle their own problems.
Venus square Charon (strong)
KEY: togetherness moves from genius
Your artistic or intellectual genius draws you away form family and friends. Perhaps they don't share your
intense interests.
Venus sextile Saturn (strong)
KEY: togetherness networks with alignment
Your love life will go through inhibited periods. The sober, sensible side of yourself will emerge at such times.
Even temporary separations can cause you pain. Jealousy can be a problem.
Venus sextile Uranus (weak)
KEY: togetherness networks with community integration
You fall in and out of love easily. In fact you enjoy the beginning and ending of relationships because of the
excitement. Your actions sometimes appear eccentric to others.
Earth Introduction
The Earth represents the direction in which intelligent activity will most likely move. In your Venus-centered
chart the Earth is obviously where you, the individual are; thus the Earth represents the human capacity from
the perspective of Venus.
You will relate to the energy of Mercury through the sign the Earth falls in, and your awareness of harmony
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through skilled communication will tend to address this sign and its opposite.
Earth in Leo
KEY: self-esteem is the reference
The Earth represents the direction in which intelligent activity will most likely move. In any planet-centered
chart the Earth is obviously where you, the individual are; thus the Earth represents the human capacity from
the perspective of each planet. You will relate to the energy of Mars through Scorpio, and your awareness will
focus on freedom and originality.
Earth in 06 degree of Leo
self-esteem is the reference, compression of
Mars Introduction
Mars indicates the direction that your devotion takes. Mars is energetic, even aggressive at times. In other
situations Mars' energy is directed into thoughtful devotional activities, quieter but no less energetic.
Mars reflects the energy and passion that you employ when dealing with communication issues. Mars is an
agent for change, providing the energy for movement in thought and action.
Your physical, emotional, mental and spiritual energy is shown by the placement of Mars in your
Mercury-centered chart. This energy covers the range from physical stamina to angry impulses to the passion
of relationships and the compassion of spiritual involvement. The speed at which you move determines your
safety; reckless behavior can result in injury on all levels.
Mars in Aries
KEY: birth is energized
Your physical life focuses on the brain and mind. It is the urge to action that drives you. You live
independence and will actively seek to maintain your own and that of others as well. There is a tendency to
waste energy through indiscriminate action or impatience. Your sexual activity depends directly on the ideas
you have about it. For you, planning is necessary to get the most out of intimate relationships. Otherwise the
fun is over before you are ready to start. When you feel a lack of energy, apply yourself to rest the way you
apply yourself to activity. Become devoted to a sense of wellness.
Mars in Quad 4
KEY: the focus is on the energy of humanity
You willingly throw yourself into energetic activities that thrust you into public roles. Your intense interest in
freedom backs up your desire to help all types of people.
Mars in Decanate 3 of Aries
KEY: birth is energized, completion of
You have remarkable capacity to generate enthusiasm in others and in yourself. Your energy carries you into
lively sensual activities.
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Mars in Dwad 10 of Aries
KEY: birth is energized, leadership in
You seek activities that use your organizational abilities. You discover excitement in taking a leading role in
social activities.
Mars in 23 degree of Aries
birth is energized, accomplishment of
Mars conjunct Deimos (strong)
KEY: activation combines with competition
You have the perfect combination of energy and desire when it comes to competition. You like being in the
front lines!
Mars trine Neptune (strong)
KEY: activation connects to contrariness
You suffer from periodic lack of energy and are susceptible to infections. You have an innate sense of timing
and attract help at just the right moment. You are inspired to acts of devotion.
Mars trine Triton (strong)
KEY: activation connects to mystery
Nothing suits you better than to put your energy into solving problems. You may enjoy the legwork more than
the brainwork.
Mars sextile Miranda (weak)
KEY: activation networks with politics
Give you a political cause and you are in your element. You can put tons of energy into a cause that you truly
care about.
Mars semi-sextile Uranus (weak)
KEY: activation put alongside community integration
You will make remarkable achievements during your life, but there is a price. You need to take care to avoid
accident or injury because of carelessness. You are brutally truthful and sometimes intolerant of others.
Jupiter Introduction
The expansive process of your mind and spirit relishes conditions in which you experience new ideas and
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ideals without loss of general harmony. The house placement of Jupiter indicates how a particular bodily
process functions for you. In addition, that physical process is a reflection of an inner process of the higher
mind.
Jupiter in Capricorn
KEY: leadership or patriotism is expanding
For you, the urge to grow and expand is directed toward slow development. You recognize that although you
sometimes want to jump into things, you function better when you dip a toe in to test the water first. You use
self-discipline not to control or limit yourself, but rather to extend yourself as far as possible into those areas
that challenge you. The alchemical process of concentration brings matters into close alignment so that you can
work with them in a more practical way.
Jupiter in Quad 2
KEY: the focus is on the expansion of family
Your optimism and sense of values prepare you for leadership by directing your attention to family, children,
and creative ways to facilitate teamwork and manifest justice.
Jupiter in Decanate 1 of Capricorn
KEY: leadership or patriotism is expanding, start of
First you organize knowledge and material things, then you utilize them effectively. As you do so, you venture
into territories not previously traveled by close family members.
Jupiter in Dwad 4 of Capricorn
KEY: leadership or patriotism is expanding, feelings of
Your mental organization allows you to achieve pioneering results. Broaden your perspective by asking others
to share their feelings.
Jupiter in 08 degree of Capricorn
leadership or patriotism is expanding, confusion of
Jupiter conjunct Flores (strong)
KEY: expansion combines with periodicals or TV series or reporting or correspondence
A career involving travel to other countries is possible. You can use your verbal skills by learning another
language.
Jupiter opposition Pluto (strong)
KEY: expansion opposes the unexpected
You have a pervasive desire for power; this desire focuses, for the most part, on the spiritual or mental sphere.
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However, you can attain leadership positions. It is possible for you to lose everything.
Jupiter square Titan (strong)
KEY: expansion moves from multi-stage tuning
The urge to expand pushes you to pore over details while maintaining close attention to the larger picture. The
challenge is to maintain two such different types of focus.
Jupiter square Charon (strong)
KEY: expansion moves from genius
You use your unique intelligence to find solutions to difficult problems. Academic challenges bring out the
best or the worst in you.
Jupiter sextile Saturn (weak)
KEY: expansion networks with alignment
You are often happiest when you are involved in secluded activities. Your patience, diplomacy, and sense of
duty are exemplary. Your life is filled with changes.
Jupiter semi-sextile Juno (strong)
KEY: expansion put alongside relationships or partnerships
You are always on the lookout for people who can become life-long business or romantic partners. You thrive
with someone right by your side.
Jupiter quincunx Ganymede (weak)
KEY: expansion is isolated from fireworks
You have the breadth of mental focus to manage a multitude of details. Emotional energy forces you to shift
focus at critical moments.
Jupiter quintile Uranus (strong)
KEY: expansion is isolated from community integration
Fortunate turns in your life are the stuff of legends. Occasionally you miss the opportunity, but generally you
seek independence and adventure.
Saturn Introduction
Internal discipline demands concentration and also structure. Saturn reveals how you learn to act with
dependability. Saturn's house placement indicates an area where you take responsibility early in life. It also
shows what area of your life demands more structure. Often Saturn shows the nature of your relationship to
people who are either much older or younger in age.
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Saturn in Scorpio
KEY: inheritance is being aligned
Your intuition reveals structure in the world around you through aggressive determination and tenacity.
Personal and social rituals support your desire to heal yourself and inspire others to transform their lives.
Family members inspire your creativity. Overcome your natural stubbornness and you find you can solve
difficult problems.
Saturn in Quad 2
KEY: the focus is on the alignment of family
Order and structure help you to consolidate your creative talents and enhance your work by focusing your
attention on family, children, and co-workers.
Saturn in Decanate 2 of Scorpio
KEY: inheritance is being aligned, continuation of
Accepting responsibility becomes second nature to you as you gain experience. You expend too much energy
when you focus your thinking on the motives of others.
Saturn in Dwad 6 of Scorpio
KEY: inheritance is being aligned, correctness of
You demonstrate resourcefulness when you explore alternatives before acting. Identify structures in your life
that help you outline a course of action.
Saturn in 13 degree of Scorpio
inheritance is being aligned, broad-mindedness of
Saturn trine Uranus (weak)
KEY: alignment connects to community integration
Inhibited rhythms affect your physical body and your social existence. Your determination overcomes physical
limitations. You are self-willed and gain or suffer because of this. Violence can be a part of your experience.
Saturn trine Pluto (strong)
KEY: alignment connects to the unexpected
You experience cruelty in your life that must be offset by other factors. You have the potential to grow in
spiritual awareness if you can avoid purely egoistic aims.
Saturn square Neptune (weak)
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KEY: alignment moves from contrariness
You are methodical in your work, planning carefully and working very hard. Do not allow your inner tension
or inhibition to create a foundation for illness.
Saturn sextile Flores (weak)
KEY: alignment networks with periodicals or TV series or reporting or correspondence
Responsible positions in the media or newspaper business suit you well. You have the demeanor of a capable,
honest person, and people respect your views. You also have the finesse to get the story out of people.
Saturn semi-sextile Juno (weak)
KEY: alignment put alongside relationships or partnerships
You may form close relationships with individuals who are a great deal older or younger than yourself. One
partner provides situations in which the other accepts greater authority and responsibility.
Saturn quincunx Titan (strong)
KEY: alignment is isolated from multi-stage tuning
Your super theoretical mind is matched with the wisdom to act effectively. However, some situations call for
adjustments in one or the other to get anything accomplished.
Saturn quincunx Charon (strong)
KEY: alignment is isolated from genius
You sometimes have to adjust the way you combine your talents to produce the appearance of genius in your
work.
Uranus Introduction
Uranus tends to bring upset and abrupt change. Awareness of ritual patterns can smooth life's sometimes
bumpy road. You often find you are able to participate in unusual activities because you perform all of the
ritual steps involved in a given situation. The house and sign placement of Uranus indicate where and how you
can use your intuition effectively.
Uranus in Pisces
KEY: spirituality is changed a notch
A natural inclination to ward mysticism and spiritual matters takes hold strongly. Previously subconscious
impulses now surface into consciousness. You find that your life departs from the practical to some degree as
you pursue deeply personal interests that apparently have little to do with your associates or your work.
Uranus in Quad 3
KEY: the focus is on the release of community
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At least part of your specialness revolves around intuitive awareness of factors affecting partners, professional
associates, and spiritual awareness. Psychic insights illuminate your community involvements. Follow your
intuition about financial matters, but back it up with research.
Uranus in Decanate 2 of Pisces
KEY: spirituality is changed a notch, continuation of
Self-sacrifice is possible in some area of your life. You sense when other people are ready to give of
themselves.
Uranus in Dwad 8 of Pisces
KEY: spirituality is changed a notch
You show your insight into profound truths when you delight in romantic fantasies. Change enters your life
through imagination.
Uranus in 19 degree of Pisces
spirituality is changed a notch, upheaval of
Uranus trine Pluto (weak)
KEY: community integration connects to the unexpected
You live for the dare, constantly active, sometimes falling precipitously. However, you also have the potential
to achieve peak performance if you work with your natural gift to manifest transformation.
Uranus square Triton (strong)
KEY: community integration moves from mystery
You live for the dare, constantly active, sometimes falling precipitously. Your biggest challenge is to fit into a
wide range of social and career groups. Don't say everything you think.
Uranus semi-sextile Deimos (weak)
KEY: community integration put alongside competition
Intuition inspires both your passion and your compassion. When you compete, intuition reveals how to become
one with your teammates.
Uranus quincunx Neptune (weak)
KEY: community integration is isolated from contrariness
You have the potential for developing your psychic gifts. While you sometimes experience confused psychic
states, you can achieve spiritual enlightenment.
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Uranus quintile Flores (strong)
KEY: community integration is isolated from periodicals or TV series or reporting or correspondence
You make the greatest impression on your community when you use your creative talents to balance the facts
and issues with a bit of humor. People don't want to be serious all the time, after all.
Neptune Introduction
Neptune focuses your capacity for compassion through the house and sign where it is found. You enhance your
receptivity to ideas and feelings, and you can focus your devotional activities there. The house placement of
Neptune, a slow-moving planet, will distinguish individuals who were born near the same date. It is the
receptivity of this planet that allows our natural compassion to emerge. This same receptivity can be developed
into a psychic awareness of our surroundings.
Neptune in Leo [Retrograde]
KEY: self-esteem is being contrary
You are interested in subcultures that permeate every society. In particular, you tend to seek out cultures that
embody nobility and dignity. You may have had past life experiences, for example, in East Africa, Hawaii,
Palestine, Rome, or Native American tribes in the far western part of North America.
Neptune in Quad 3
KEY: the focus is on the creativity and confusion of community
Whatever the extent of your psychic sensitivity, it enhances your imagination and attracts strong partners and
compatible spiritual teachers.
Neptune in Decanate 3 of Leo
KEY: self-esteem is being contrary, completion of
Your desire for higher status drives your thoughts and feelings. Spiritual inclinations occupy your mind.
Neptune in Dwad 9 of Leo
KEY: self-esteem is being contrary, intellect
You gain mastery when you follow your own ambition. Forge new pathways into intellectual territory.
Neptune in 21 degree of Leo
self-esteem is being contrary, resolution of
Neptune trine Deimos (strong)
KEY: contrariness connects to competition
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You are fascinated by psychic phenomena. Psychic sensitivity shows you where and how you can excel.
Neptune trine Titan (weak)
KEY: contrariness connects to multi-stage tuning
Unique personality elements combine with your ability to make course corrections. Psychic experiences blend
with your other abilities and resources.
Neptune trine Triton (strong)
KEY: contrariness connects to mystery
Multiple psychic skills and experiences are part of your repertoire. You use these skills to understand the
mysteries of life.
Neptune trine Charon (weak)
KEY: contrariness connects to genius
Manifesting devotion is a key factor in your daily life. Your unique genius blends with disparate personality
traits smoothly.
Pluto Introduction
The power and will to act as a human being is demonstrated by the position of Pluto in your chart. Because
Pluto remains in one sign for many years, the house placement, as well as the decanate and degree of Pluto, are
very important. You have the choice of how you implement your will. At the same time the power of the
universe acts through Pluto, and therefore through you.
Pluto in Cancer [Retrograde]
KEY: home and/or children are unexpected
Transformation, for you, carries the promise of separation from people who are primarily related to cultural
and hereditary roles, and yet you discover that those are the very roles that ultimately define your destiny. To
achieve your highest potential, you find that you must focus your inspired intuitive capabilities on research that
takes you in innovative directions.
Pluto in Quad 2
KEY: the focus is on the weirdness of family
When unexpected events occur in your life, you find the strength and will to move forward by spending time
with family and trusted co-workers. Get in touch through extrasensory exceptions.
Pluto in Decanate 2 of Cancer
KEY: home and/or children are unexpected, continuation of
As you learn to go with the flow, you experience revelations about life. You have inherited skills that put you
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in the right place at the right time.
Pluto in Dwad 5 of Cancer
KEY: home and/or children are unexpected, confidence in
Emotions affect your actions by revealing your inner state or comfort level. Power your way to satisfying
internal desires.
Pluto in 12 degree of Cancer
home and/or children are unexpected, contigengy of
Pluto opposition Flores (strong)
KEY: the unexpected opposes periodicals or TV series or reporting or correspondence
You find yourself in weird and unexpected situations that inspire your writing. You are aware of both will and
power in your work.
Pluto square Titan (strong)
KEY: the unexpected moves from multi-stage tuning
You have opportunities, in the scope of daily life, to use your power and will more effectively. Unexpected
events present obstacles that stimulate your talents.
Pluto square Charon (strong)
KEY: the unexpected moves from genius
Your life is full of unusual possibilities and unique outcomes. Your mental strength is challenged when shocks
or surprises occur.
Pluto quincunx Juno (weak)
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from relationships or partnerships
Your life is filled with unique and important relationships. You capitalize on unexpected circumstances that
allow you to adapt your ideas to those of people close to you.
SUMMARY
Now that you have seen your birth report, you are probably somewhat stunned by the variety and number of
astrological indicators you can consider. To help you get a grasp of the overall picture, we have included the
following information that gathers together the main factors in your chart.
You may have perceived repeated themes in the interpretations of planets in signs, decanates, quads, dwads
and aspects as your read your interpretation. The emphasis on certain themes in your life is reflected in the
repetitions in your interpretation.
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Decanate 2
KEY: continuation
Life, for you, provides the greatest satisfaction in the actual effort of work and play. You often let someone
else choose the game, but you play hard. You can let someone else assign the work, but you work hard. Your
satisfaction comes from the actual play or work, and not so much from finishing or winning. You like to be
busy, and you like to understand what you are doing and how to do it.
As you go back and read about the decanate placements in your chart, notice which kinds of energy are best
suited for your lifetime filled with projects, and also consider which energies help you to dream up new
projects and complete what you have started.
Quad 2
KEY: family
Your life focuses on family. While other areas of life demand some attention, you always return to family
considerations in the end. You don't have to be a homebody! You do find, though, that you often think about
home and each family member when you are at work or traveling.
Each time you read about a planet in Quad 2, you see the desires and contentment to be found in family
activities and interests. Planets in other quads tell about other facets of your life that add sparkle to your intense
focus on family and cultural heritage.
Dwad 6
KEY: correctness
With many planets in degrees 12 1/2 to 15, you are all about precision. Sure, you know how to get what you
want, but you also want the results to fit into nicely patterned plans. No round pegs in square holes for you!
Each effort tends to be well designed to achieve the precise result desired.
Element Water
KEY: Family
With an abundance of planets in water signs, your life centers on home, family, and affectionate relationships.
You tend to sustain emotional and mental effort, possibly longer than physical effort. Reflecting the fluidity of
water, you tend to yield somewhat when pushed, but woe to the person who fails to recognize that you have
limits! Psychic sensitivity is a strong part of your repertoire of skills, and you can enhance these skills through
study and practice.
Mode Cardinal
KEY: Start
With an abundance of planets in cardinal or movable signs, you have a natural pioneering spirit. Yu exhibit
enthusiasm for all things new and you enjoy beginning new enterprises. You have the potential ability to act
directly and decisively as circumstances present themselves to you. You can be the constructive go get 'em
type, or you can become a thoughtless busybody. Your choice.
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Aspect Elements Earth & Water
KEY: sensation and feeling
In your chart you have more aspects connecting Earth and water signs.
Earth energy concentrates by binding force and solidifying energy so we may perceive it through ordinary
senses. Water provides a vehicle for the nurturing minerals and other materials that feed all growing things
(including crystal formations and other deposits not ordinarily considered to be alive). The combination of
earth and water signs in an aspect indicates conditions that focus your attention on the relationship of substance
and growth.
Your mind is capable of focusing analytically to evaluate changes in the emotional atmosphere of a situation.
Water flows swiftly over step mountain slopes and more slowly over the plains. Similarly, the mind is capable
of taking in information and responding quickly or slowly, based on the demands of a situation.
Planets aspecting each other from water to earth signs indicate conditions in which you make judgments based
directly on information from the physical senses. You can develop skill in this process through practice and
experiment, evaluating results on the basis of outward conditions or internal shifts. This is the alchemical
process of re-solidifying in order to evaluate results.
The alchemical earth / water process involves dissolving matter in order to purify it and then re-solidifying to
evaluate the effectiveness of the process. The willingness to undergo such change is like the willingness of the
acorn to draw nourishment from the earth to become an oak, or the willingness of an infant to draw
nourishment form the mother in order to manifest more fully as an individual.
Aspect sextile
KEY: community integration
With an abundance of sextile aspects, you are ready and willing to engage with others in work, thought and
play. The world provides so many opportunities, in fact, that you have to develop keen observation skills and
learn how to make the best possible choices as you go along. Never fear, another opportunity is always right
around the corner!
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